Screenshots are included on this page of a library catalog record (for *Battle Hymns: The Power and Popularity of Music in the Civil War*) and an example of submitted request details in spreadsheet format. Highlighted areas correspond with fields from the catalog record. Bulk requests can be made by emailing requests attached in spreadsheet format to alplm.reference@illinois.gov. If preferred, you may also utilize the “Request item for use at…” link on the catalog record to make your requests as you find them.
Screenshot of a typical request call slip that will be placed inside the books for your students. (If you are curious, “stacks” is the shorthand term for our General Collection). The “Special Request” field is especially handy to identify students and topics and highly encouraged to be used by teachers/students when submitting requests to the ALPLM.

---

TN: 6253  
Date: 7/31/2019

Name: Harmon, Meghan

**Special Request:** LHS - Harmon, Civil War Music

**Reader Card #:** 2754000018282522

**Special Request:** LHS - Harmon, Civil War Music

---

**Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library**

---

**Material Type:** Published Materials

**Call Number/Collection Number:** VV83 M177b

**Title:** Battle hymns : the power and popularity of music in the Civil War

**Author/Creator:** McWhirter, Christian,

**Date:** c2012.

---

**Location:** stacks